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Abstract isomorphisms of a big subgroup of an anisotropic absolutely almost 
simple algebraic group split by a separable quadratic extension of the base field 
with big subgroups of other semi-simple algebraic groups are shown to have a 
standard decomposition into a field isomorphism, a special isogeny of algebraic 
groups and a radial isomorphism. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1. The present paper concludes a series of papers [7, 20-231. Its 
original version was written several years ago. But at that time I was not 
able to handle the case of groups of type B, in characteristic 2 and the case 
of groups of type G,. This created a gap in the result, which was filled by 
[21, 221. Reference [23] was originally an attempt to search for new 
technique but, unexpectedly, it also led to a new type of results. 
The origin of the present paper was in an attempt to prove an analog of 
the theorem of A. Bore1 and J. Tits [4] for groups split over quadratic 
extensions. This goal was not achieved: arbitrary homomorphisms or even 
monomorphisms are outside my reach. 
The method of the present paper is inspired by 0. T. O’Meara’s method of 
residual spaces: it so happened that I saw papers [4] and [5] at the same 
time, and I tried to fit them in a common picture. 
0.2. The main result (cf. Section 6) contains as a particular case the 
following assertion (where we use notation of [4]): 
THEOREM. Let k and k’ be infinite fields; let K be a quadratic separable 
extension of k. Let G be an anisotropic absolutely almost simple connected 
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and simply connected algebraic k-group of rank 22 split by K and let G’ be 
an absolutely almost simple connected and simply connected k’-group. 
Suppose that we have an abstract isomorphism a: G(k)+ G’(k’). Then 
there exist a unique Jeld isomorphism IJX k + k’, a unique special k’-isigeny 
/I: “G + G’, and a unique homomorphism y: G(k) + Center(G’(k’)) such that 
a(h)=y(h) NP"W) forh E WO 
Moreover, /I is an isomorphism unless G is of type G, and char k = 3. 
Here “G is the k’-group obtained from G by the base change rp and 
o”: G(k) + “G(rp(k)) is the corresponding isomorphism. 
0.3. Let me briefly describe the relation of the present paper to the 
known results. There are for me three high points in the theory of abstract 
homomorphisms between algebraic groups: 
(a) the result of A. Bore1 and J. Tits [4]; 
(b) the results of 0. T. O’Meara (e.g., [ 12, 131) and his school (E. A. 
Connors, A. J. Hahn, A. A. Johnson, R. Solazzi, et al.) which continued the 
development begun by Schreier and van der Waerden and followed up by J. 
Dieudonnt and Hua Lo Keng; 
(c) the result of G. Margulis [lo], G. Mostow, and G. Prasad. 
The setting for all these results is roughly as follows. (Roughly in the sense 
that what is said below is not completely precise but only outlines the 
picture.) Let k and k’ be infinite fields, let G (resp., G’) be an absolutely 
almost simple algebraic k- (resp., k’-) group, let H be a subgroup of G(k), 
and let a: H-+ G’(k’) be a homomorphism with dense image. Under certain 
assumptions on a, G, Z-I, G’, and the image a(H) G G’(k’) one derives that 
there exists a unique field homomorphism a: k + k’, a unique special k’- 
isogeny /3: ‘G + G’, and a unique homomorphism y: H -+ C(G’(k’)) such that 
a(h) = y(h) . /3((p”(h)) for all h E H. 
The assumptions of Bore1 and Tits are (i) G is isotropic over k and (ii) H 
contains all “good” unipotents from G(k). The assumptions of O’Meara’s 
school are (i) G and G’ are classical (SL,, Sp2,,, SO,,, SU,,, and isogeneous 
groups), (ii) H and a(H) are “full” in G and G’, respectively (the notion of a 
full group includes certain integral subgroups and their congruence 
subgroups), (iii) a is an isomorphism. My assumptions are (i) G is 
anisotropic over k but split by a quadratic separable extension of k and 
rkG > 2, (ii) H and a(H) are “big” subgroups of G and G’, respectively, and 
(iii) a is an isomorphism. 
The results of group (c) are much stronger than the results of groups (a) 
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and (b) but they are proved in very special situations. So we skip a 
comparison with them. 
The above shows that the results of the present paper are somewhere in 
between the results of groups (a) and (b). 
We refer to [4, 6, 13, 17, 181 for a historical survey and to [ 11, pp. 
255-2591 for a rather complete bibliography of papers on homomorphisms 
between algebraic groups covering the years 1928-1978. 
0.4. Conventions and Notation 
Let k be a field. Then k, (resp., i) denotes separable (resp., algebraic) 
closure of k. If G is an algebraic group defined over k, then G(k) denotes the 
set of rational points of G. If rp: k + k’ is a homomorphism of fields, then “G 
denotes the algebraic o(k)-group obtained from G by the base change’ rp, and 
rp’: G(k) + “G(k’) denotes the corresponding homomorphism of points. 
By an algebraic group we understand a reduced afftne group scheme of 
finite type over a field. We denote by Go the connected component of G. A 
reductive group is always assumed to be connected. For a torus T we denote 
by X(T) its group of characters, and, if T is defined over k, then T(T) 
denotes the Galois group of the minimal splitting field of T. 
If T is a subtorus of an algebraic group G, then Z(G, T) denotes the set of 
roots of T in G (or, the same, in the Lie algebra of G). Let C, be a subset of 
C(G. T). Then QC, denotes the subspace of the Q-vector space Q 0 X(T) 
generated by C,. We say that Z, is saturated if Z, = QZ, nZ(G, T) (the 
intersection is taken inside Q @X(7’)). Next, G(C,) denotes the subgroup of 
G generated by the root subgroups of T in G corresponding to roots from 
*C,. In particular, if T is a maximal torus, G is reductive and a E C(G, T), 
then G(a) is a three-dimensional semi-simple subgroup of G. For a subset 
D G T we set C(D) = {a E Z(G, T)la(D) = 1 } and for a subset ,?? c Z(G, 7’) 
we set D(z) = (d E DI a(d) = 1 for all a E 2). If T is a maximal torus and G 
is semi-simple, then for a E Z(G, 7) we denote by U, the root subgroup 
corresponding to a and x,(t) its standard parametrization (so that 
x,: G a Y U,). The Weyl group of .E(G, 7) is denoted W(C(G, r)). 
A pair of reductive algebraic groups G, G’ have the same root data if there 
exists an isomorphism /?: G -+ G’ such that for a maximal torus T of G the 
derived mapping /?* : X@( 7’)) -+ X(T) induces an isomorphism 
/3* : C(G’, p(T)) 2 Z(G, T). 
For an algebraic (resp., abstract) group G and an algebraic (resp., 
abstract) subset M of G we denote by Z,(M), N,(M), La’(G), and C(G) the 
algebraic (resp. abstract) subgroup of G which is respectively the centralizer 
of M in G, the normalizer of M in G, the ith derived group of G, and the 
center of G. If G is as above and M, ,..., M, are algebraic (resp., abstract) 
subsets of G, then (M, ,..., M,) denotes the algebraic (resp., abstract) group 
generated by the groups M, ,..., M,. 
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The prefixed letter P stands for projectivisation. Explicitly, if V is a vector 
space, then PV denotes the corresponding projective space. If a: I’+ I” is an 
imbedding of vector spaces, then Pa: PV+ PV’ is the induced mapping of 
projective spaces. If G is a group, then PG = G/G(G); if a: G-, G’ is a 
group homomorphism such that a(C(G)) G C(G’), then Pa: G/C(G) + 
G’/C(G’). 
Finally, 1x1 denotes the cardinality of X. 
1. RECOLLECTIONS ABOUT GROUPS SPLIT OVER 
SEPARABLE QUADRATIC EXTENSIONS 
We state below some results of [ 191 and their easy corollaries. 
Let k be a field and let K be its quadratic separable extension. Set 
Gal(K/k) = { 1, u ). An absolutely almost simple anisotropic k-group which is 
split over K is called K-admissible. A maximal k-torus of G is called K- 
admissible if it is split over K. 
1.1. PPROPOSITION (cf. [ 19, nos. 3, 41). Let G be K-admissible. 
(i) G contains K-admissible tori: 
(ii) if T is a K-admissible torus of G, then 
era = -Q for a E X(T); 
(iii) the groups G(a), a E C(G, T), are defined over k. 
1.2. We have a partial converse: 
PROPOSITION. Let H be a semi-simple k-group and let S be a maximal k- 
subtorus of H. If the groups G(a), a E Z(H, S), are defined over k, then T is 
either split by k or anisotropic and split by a quadratic separable extension of 
k. 
Proof: The assumptions imply that wa = fa for w  E T(S), a E Z(H, S). 
The only elements of Aut Z(H, S) which have this property are f 1. Thus 
T(S) acts as a subgroup of f 1 on C. If this subgroup is ( 1 }, then T is split 
over k. If this subgroup is { f 1 } itself, we have the second case. 
1.3. Let G’ be another K-admissible group and let T be a K-admissible 
subtorus of G’. Let a’: X(T)+ X(T) be an isomorphism such that 
a’(C(G, T)) = Z(G’, T’) (i.e., & is an isomorphism of root data). Let d be a 
system of simple roots of C. Suppose that for all a E A we are given a k- 
isomorphism /3,: G(a)+ G/(;(a)) such that /I,(Tn G(a)) = T’ n G’(a’(a)) 
and P&,(t)) = &c,,W. 
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PROPOSITION. Suppose, in addition, that G is simply connected or adjoint 
if G is of type DZn, n > 1. Then there exists a unique k-isomorphism 
/?: G + G’ such that /?I G(a) = /3,I G(a) fir a E A. 
ProoJ This is standard and is contained, for example, in [23, 8.71. This 
latter result is applicable since for groups of type not DZn, n > 1, there exists 
a unique central isogeny of a simply connected group onto our group. 
1.4. Two K-admissible tori T and T, of G are called associated with 
respect to a E C(G, T) if T, s T. G(a). We know (by [ 19, no. 71) that any 
pair of K-admissible tori of G can be connected by a sequence of length 
< IC+ 1 of associated tori. We will need a slightly sharper version of this 
result. 
1.4.1. Let B be a Bore1 K-subgroup, containing T, let wO = s,, ... sad 
be a reduced decomposition of the opposition symmetry w, E W(X); let 
Pi = G(a,) B. 
LEMMA ([23, Lemma 3.31). G(K) = P,(K) . P,(K) .a. P,(K). 
1.4.2. Let P be another K-admissible qubtorus of G and let B’ be a 
Bore1 K-subgroup containing T’. Then there exists g E G(K) such that 
gTg- * = T, gBg-’ = B’. Applying 1.4.1 to the expression w, = w,’ = 
%&7&, *** so, we find pi E P,(K) such that g =pd ;. p, . We set g, = 1, 
5=pi...p,, B,=B, Bi=giBg;‘, Ti=BinB;, Pi=gi-,P&‘,, Gi= 
Pi n Fy. 
LEMMA. The sequence of tori TO = T, T,,..., T, = T’ consists of K- 
admissible tori and Ti+, is associated to Ti with respect to some 
bi ~ ~(G, Ti). 
Proof is essentially contained in [ 19, no. 71. 
1.4.3. Remark. It was shown in [7] that the association theorem holds 
also for isotropic unitary groups but only with a greater number of 
associations. 
6. BIG SUBGROUPS 
We define below the class of groups which will be our main object. We 
start with a standard lemma. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let G be a connected algebraic k-group and G, , G, ,..., G, 
closed algebraic k-subgroups of G. Let H be a dense subgroup of G and let 
Hi be a dense subgroup of Gi. 
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(i) If H, is normal in H, then G, is normal in G and H/H (7 G, is 
dense in G/G,; 
(ii) Z&H,) = Z,(G,) and Z,(H,) = Z&G,) n H; 
(iii) @H is dense in giG; 
(iv) tf G is connected and reductive, then .C?H is dense in gG for all 
i 2 1; in particular, if G is not a torus, then Q?‘H # 1 for i > 1; 
(v) if G, is connected and reductive, then Z,(5?H,)=Z,(~H,)= 
H n Z&SG,); 
(vi) (H, ,..., H,) is dense in (G,,..., G,); 
(vii) tf G is not unipotent, H contains a regular element of G of 
arbitrary large order. 
Proof In (i) it is cl.ear that G, is normal in G. Let G be the closure of 
HG,/G, in G/G,. Then the preimage of G contains H whence c = G/G,. 
Assertion (ii) is clear. Now (iii) follows from (i) if we take G, to be the 
closure of H, = gH. Next, (iv) holds because 9G = @G for i > 1 and 
because of (iii). Now (v) is the combination of (ii) and (iv). To prove (vi) 
note that Hi, x Hi2 x . . . X Hi” is dense in Gil X Gi, X *** X Gi” whence the 
image of the first product in G is dense in the image of the second. Finally, 
(vii) holds since the set of regular elements of order an, is open in G and 
non-empty for any n, E Z. 
2.2. Let k be an infinite field and let T be a k-torus. 
DEFINITION. A dense subgroup M of T(k) is called big if for every two 
k-subtori T, , T2 of T, the group M/(M n T,)(M n T,) is periodic if and only 
if T= T,T,. 
To handle big subgroups we need 
2.2.1. LEMMA. Let T and T’ be two k-tori and let p: T+ T be a 
surjective k-homomorphism. Then T’(k)/P(T(k)) is periodic. 
Proof Let T= (Ker /I)‘. Let p T+ T. Then a*: X(T)+X(?‘) and p* is 
surjective. Let P = Ker a* and let Z be a r(T)-complement to QP in QX(T). 
(Since T(T) is finite, its representation on QX(T) is completely reducible and 
therefore 2 exists.) Let n be the projection of QX(T) onto Z and let T be the 
k-torus whose chracter group is $X(T)). Then we have a surjective k-map 
8: T x T+ T. Thus /.I o fi T+ T’ is a k-isogeny and therefore by [4, 3.171 
T’(k)//3 o B@(k)) is periodic. Since p@(k)) E T(k), it follows that 
T’(k)/P(T(k)) is periodic. 
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2.2.2. LEMMA. (i) M= T(k) is a big subgroup of T(k). 
(ii) Let m be an integer, let M be a big subgroup of T(k), and let N = 
(hm, h E M). Then any subgroup iI? of T(k) such that M2 82 N is a big 
subgroup of T(k). 
(iii) Let /?: T-, T be a surjective k-homomorphism and let M be a big 
subgroup of T(k). Then /3(M) is a big subgroup of 7’(k). 
Proof: Let us start with (i). If Tf T, T,, then T/T, T, is a non-trivial k- 
torus. Since T(k)/T,(k) T,(k) is dense in T/T, T, (by Lemma 2.1(i)) and k is 
infinite, it follows that T(k)/T,(k) T,(k) is not periodic. If T = T, T,, then we 
apply Lemma 2.2.1 to the map T, X T, + T and get the validity of (i). 
To prove (ii) we remark first that (Mn T,)/(Nn T,) and, therefore, 
(Mf7 T,)/(h?n T,) are periodic (of period m) for any k-subtorus T, of T. 
Let T, , T, be two k-subtori of T. We have it?/@ n T,)(A?i n Tz) is periodic 
iff M/(&f n T,)(E;i n T,) is periodic and the latter is periodic iff 
M/(M n T,)(Mn Tz) is periodic, i.e., since M is big, iff T= T, T,. Thus A? 
is big. Now let us prove (iii). For two k-subtori T’, , T; of T’ we set Ti = 
(/?-I( Ti))‘. Then the map /?: Ti -+ T; is surjective, and r, T; = T’ if and only 
if T, Tz = T. By Lemma 2.2.1 the groups T;(k)/P(T,(k)), i = 1,2, are 
periodic and so is T’(k)//3(T(k)). It follows that the groups 
f&bf) n T;)/P(Mn T,), i = 1, 2, are periodic, and therefore 
p(M)/(j?(M) n T’,)(J(M) n T;) is periodic iff /?(M)/P(Mn T,)(j?(Mn T,) is 
periodic. But this latter group is periodic iff T = T, T,. Thus the former 
group is periodic iff T’ = T’, T;. Thus p(M) is big. 
2.2.3. LEMMA. Let M be a big subgroup of T(k). Then for every, k- 
subtorus T, of T the group Mn T, is dense in T,. 
Proof Let X=X(T), r= T(T), X, = {a 5 Xla(T,)- 1). Let QX, be a 
r-stable complement to $‘, in QX. Let X, = QX, n X and let T, be the 
connected component of (t E TlX,(t) = 1 }. Then T, is a k-subtorus, T, n T, 
is finite, and T = T, T,. In particular, M/(Mn T,)(Mr\ T,) is periodic 
whence (M n T,)(M n T,) is dense in T. Since T, n T, is finite, it follows 
that M n Ti is dense in Ti, i = 1, 2, as required. 
2.3. Let k be an infinite field and let H be a reductive algebraic k- 
subgroup. 
2.3.1. DEFINITION. A subgroup M c H(k) is called big if M n T is a big 
subgroup of T(k) for every maximal k-torus T of H. 
2.3.2. LEMMA. (i) H(k) is a big subgroup of H(k). 
(ii) g/3: H -+ H’ is a k-homomorphism of reductive k-groups such that 
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the (schematic) kernel of /I belongs to the center of H, then the image of a big 
subgroup of H(k) under ,b is a big subgroup of H’(k). 
(iii) Let m be an integer and let M be a big subgroup of H(k). Then 
the group (h”, h E M) is a big subgroup of H(k). 
Proof We have: (i) follows from Lemma 2.2.2(i); (ii) follows from 
Lemma 2.2.2(iii) and [3, 2.1 I(iv), 2.171; (iii) follows from Lemma 2.2.2(ii). 
2.3.3. LEMMA. (i) Let A be a reductive k-subgroup of H and let M be 
a big subgroup of H(k). Then Mn fl is dense in p. 
(ii) If I? in (i) contains a maximal k-subtorus of H, then Mf7 I? is big. 
Proof Statement (ii) is evident. Let us prove (i). By [ 1, 7.10, 7.121 the 
set of maximal k-tori of Z? is dense in the set of tori of Z?. If F is a maximal 
k-torus of H, then T is contained (again by [ 1, 7. lo]) in a maximal k-torus T 
of H. By Lemma 2.2.3 we know that Mn Y? is dense in i? Therefore Mn fi 
is dense in R. 
2.3.4. PROPOSITION. Let M be a big subgroup of H(k) and let T be a k- 
subtorus of H. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
6) T = C(Z,U’l”), 
(ii) T = C(Z,(T n M)‘), 
(iii) C(Z,w( T n M))/T n M is periodic. 
Proof Since M is big, we have Z,(T) = Z,(Tn M) by Lemma 2.l(ii) 
and 2.2.3.This establishes (i)-(ii).Now (iii) implies that Thas a finite index 
in C(Z,(Tn M)), i.e., it implies (ii). If T has a finite index m in 
C(Z,(TnM)), then [C(Z,(TnM))(k)lmG T(k) whence [C(Z,(Tf-IM))lmG 
T(k) n M. So (ii) implies (iii). 
2.3.5. LEMMA. Let M be a big subgroup of H, let P be a parabolic k- 
subgroup of H, and let CT be the unipotent radical of P. Then Mn U is dense 
in U. 
Proof. Let R be the radical of P. Then the set of maximal k-tori of R is 
dense in the set of tori of R. It follows from this together with Lemmas 2.3.3 
and 2.l(iii) that [R n M, R n M] is dense in U= [R, R], as required. 
2.4. Now let k and k’ be infinite fields. Let H and H’ be reductive 
algebraic k- and k’-groups. Let M be a big subgroup of H and let M’ be a 
big subgroup of H’. Let a: M+ M’ be a group isomorphism. 
2.4.1. LEMMA. The group 23H is isotropic over k tf and only if the group 
G2H’ is isotropic over k’. 
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Proof: Suppose that 9H is isotropic. Let P be a minimal parabolic k- 
subgroup of H. So P # H. Let R be the radical of P. Then (as in Lemma 
2.3.5) R n M is dense in R. Now the argument of the proof of [4, 7.1(i)] 
concludes the proof. 
2.4.2. Remark. The above lemma justifies our later assumption that our 
groups are anisotropic. 
2.4.3. LEMMA. Let T be a maximal k-subtorus of H. Then there exists a 
semi-simple element h E Tn M such that a(h) is a semi-simple regular 
element of H’ and Z,,,.(a(h)) = Z,.(a(h))‘n M’. 
Proof Let p’ be the characteristic exponent of k’ and let m =pdimG’. 
Take a strongly regular (in the sense of [ 161) element h E it4n T such h” is 
also strongly regular. Let us show first that a(h”) is semi-simple. Let 
a(h) = t . n be the Jordan decomposition (in G’) with t semi-simple and n 
unipotent, tn = nt. Suppose that n f 1. If p’ # 1, then nm = 1 whence (h”) = 
tmnm = tm is semi-simple. If p’ = 1, we imbed n into a connected one- 
dimensional unipotent k-subgroup N of H’ normalized by a connected one- 
dimensional k-torus S (Jacobson-Morozov theorem). The argument of the 
proof of Lemma 2.3.5 shows the group a-‘(M’ n N) contains unipotents. On 
the other hand we have Z,,(n,) =Z,.(N) for any n, EN, n, # 1. In 
particular, a(h) commutes with N whence h commutes with a-‘(M’n N). 
But we have Z,(h) = T, a torus, which is a contradiction. Now let us show 
that a(h”) is regular. If it is singular, then H’, = Z,,(a(h”))’ is a reductive 
non-commutative k/-group. By Lemmas 2.3.3 and 2.l(iv) the group 
Z,,,.(a(h”)) is non-commutative. This is a contradiction since h” is strongly 
regular and ZH(hm) = T whence Z,,,,(a(h”‘)) c a(Mn T). Now let us show 
that h itself is semi-simple. We know that T’ = Z,,(a(h”))’ is a torus. It is 
defined over k’ since a(h”) E H’(k’) and by [2, 10.31. Since T’ c ZH,(a(hm)) 
we see that a-‘(T’ n M) c T, whence it follows that a(h) commutes with 
T’ n M’, whence by Lemma 2.3.3 it follows that a(h) E T’. 
Thus we have that a(h) is semi-simple regular. It remains to establish that 
Z,,.(a(h)) = T’ n M’. Suppose tiE Z,,,(a(h)), Fig T’. Then /;E N”,(T’) and 
therefore acts non-trivially on T’. Therefore a-‘(@ acts non-trivially on 
a - ‘(T’ n M). This is a contradiction. 
2.4.4. PROPOSITION. Let /iE M. Then a(ti) is semi-simple if and only ifk 
is. 
Proof: Since the situation is invertible, it is enough to prove that 6 semi- 
simple implies that a(@ also is semi-simple. Let T be a maximal k-torus 
containing ii: Then T contains an element h of Lemma 2.4.3. We have 
h&= /ih whence a(@ E Z,,.(a(h)) n M’. Since Z,,(a(h)) n M’ c Z,.(a(h))‘, 
our assertion follows. 
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2.4.5. COROLLARY. a establishes a bijection between the sets of maximal 
k- and k’-tori of H and H’. We denote this bijection a*. It is characterized 
by the property a,(T)nM’ =a(TnM). 
2.4.6. PROPOSITION. Let R be a reductive k-subgroup of H of maximal 
rank. Then the connected component of the Zariski closure I?’ of a(I? n M) 
is a reductive k-subgroup of H’. 
Proof: Let T be a maximal k-subtorus of f?. Then T’ = a,(T) is a 
maximal k’-torus of H’. Therefore @ is normalized by a maximal k/-torus 
and therefore I?’ and AI” are defined over k’. If l?’ is not reductive, then its 
unipontent radical is defined over k’ (it follows, for example, from [ 1, 8.21) 
and the argument of the proof of Lemma 2.3.5 would show that R is not 
reductive, a contradiction. So AI0 is reductive. 
2.4.1. COROLLARY. Let fl be a reductive k-subgroup of H normalized by 
a maximal k-torus T of H. Then the connected component 81’ of the Zariski 
closure I? of a(ffn M) in H’ is a reductive k’-group. Moreover, I?” is semi- 
simple if R is. 
Proof: Apply Proposition 2.4.6 to f? . T. It gives us all assertions except 
the last one. Let n = [I?‘: PO]. Then N = (m”, m E Mn I?) is a dense 
subgroup of R and a(N) c fro. Replacing M by N we obtain that p = H”. 
Now C(H) is infinite if and only if C@“) is whence the last assertion. 
2.4.8. LEMMA. Suppose that H/C(H) is k-simple. Then H’/C(H’) is k’- 
simple. 
Proof. Let H’/C(H’) = H’, H; be a direct product of k’-simple groups. By 
Lemma 2.3.5 we have M’ n H; is dense in Hi. Then a- ‘(M’ n Hi) are 
infinite commuting normal subgroups of M. The connected components H,, 
H, of their Zariski closures are non-trivial normal subgroups of H/C(H). By 
Corollary 2.4.7, H, and H, are defined over k, a contradiction with the 
assumptions. 
2.4.9. COROLLARY. Suppose that H/C(H) is k-simple. Then there exists 
a finite separable extension k” of k’, an absolutely simple k”-group H”, and a 
big subgroup M” of H” such that H’/C(H’) = Rk,Ik(H”) and M’/C(M’) = 
R,,,,.(M”). 
3. SUBTORI AND ROOT SETS 
We define some sets of k-subtori in a reductive k-group. These sets of 
subtori determine some kind of geometry connected with our group. Then we 
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show that these sets of subtori are “preserved” by an isomorphism of big 
subgroups of two algebraic reductive k-groups. This permits one to prove 
that the two algebraic groups are very similar (it will be done in the next 
section). To make use of our sets of tori we identify them with some sets of 
root subsystems of our original group. 
3.1. Let k be an infinite field, let H be a reductive algebraic k-group, let 
T be a k-subtorus of I-2, let r= T(T), and let M be a big subgroup of H. 
Assume that T = C(Z,(T)‘). Let Z, = X(H, 7’) be the set of roots of T in 
H. 
3.1.1. DEFINITION OF jf,(H, T). The set fli(H, T) is a set of k-subtori of T 
which is defined inductively by (a) jf,(H, T) = (T}, and (b) di+,(H, T) is 
the set of k-subtori T’ E T such that 
(i) T’ = C(Z,(T’)‘), 
(ii) there exists T” E if,(H, T) such that Y’ I T’, T” # Y and for 
every k-subtorus T” such that T” 3 T”’ I> T’ and T”’ # T’ one has 
C(Z,( T”‘)‘) = T” (i.e., T’ is maximal in T” among k-tori having property 
(i)). 
3.1.2. DEFINITION OF jf,(M, 7). The set ffi(M, T) is a set of subgroups 
of Mn T which is defined inductively by 
(a) fl,W, T)= {TnW; 
(b) fli+ ,(M, T) is the set of subgroups D’ c Tn M such that 
(i) D’ = C(Z,,,(D’)), 
(ii) there exists D” E fii(M, 7) such that D” ID’, D”/D’ is not 
periodic and for any t E Dft/D’ of infinite order and any t, E tD’ one has 
C(Z,,(t,, D’)) = D”. 
(iii) D’ is minimal with properties (i) and (ii). 
Remark. The last condition is a substitute for connected component. 
3.1.3. DEFINITION OF f7JH, 7’). The set Ili(H, 7’) is a set of saturated r- 
stable subsets of C, which is defined inductively by 
(4 4W, T> = {4L 
(b) ni+ ,(H, T) consists of saturated r-stable subsets of C, such that 
there exists 27’ E ni(H, 7) such that 27’ CC’ and ,?I” is a maximal r-stable 
saturated subset of 2’. 
3.1.4. Let us define a mapping 7si: fii(M, 7) -ff,(H, T) by zSi(D) = 
C(Z,(D)‘) and a mapping Isi: jf,(H, T)+di(M, T) by $(T) = 
W&f n T)). 
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PROPOSITION. The above mappings 
(i) are well defined, 
(ii) are inverse to one another. 
In particular, they establish an identification of iti(H, T) with ifi(M, T). 
Proof: The above statements are true if i = 1. Let us assume that they 
are true for i < m and let us prove by induction that they are true also for 
i=m+ 1. 
If T’ E fi,+ ,(H, T), then T’ = C(Z,(T’))‘. By Lemma 2.3.4 we have 
Z,(T’ n M) = Z,(T’). Let D’ = C(Z,(T’ n M)) (=$,,+ ,(Y)). Then 
T’ n M G D’ and Z,(T’) = Z,(D’), i.e., Definition 3.1.2.(i) holds. Now take 
T” E fi,(H, T) as in Definition 3.l.l(ii). Then by the inductive assumption 
D” = 7sm(T”) E ff,(M, T). Let us show that Definition 3.1.2(ii) holds with 
D” chosen as above. Suppose that it does not hold. Take then t, t, as in 
Definition 3.1.2(ii). We have C(Z,(D’, t,)) # D’. Let T”’ = C(Z,(D’, t,))‘. 
Since t is of infinite order, we have F # T”‘. Therefore by Definition 
3.l.l(ii) we have C(Z,(T”‘))” = T”. Set D”’ = C(Z,JD’, t,)). Then the above 
means that 75, ‘(T”) = D”’ and the inductive assumptions imply that 
D” = $(T”) = D”‘, a contradiction with the assumption D” # D”‘. It 
remains to check that Definition 3.1.2(iii) holds for D’. Again suppose that it 
does not hold. Then D’ 3 dl such that D’ has properties 3.1.2(i) and 
3.1.2(ii) and D’ # 6’. Let p = C(Z,@‘))“. Then we must have (by 
Definition 3.1.2(ii)) that p = T’ whence D’ = C(Z,(T’ n M)) = D’ as 
required. Thus x’*+ , is well defined. 
Now let D’ E d,, ,(M, T). Then D’ = C(Z,(D’)). Set T’ = C(Z,(D’))” 
(= %I+, (D’)). We have, therefore, T’ = C(Z,(T’))‘, i.e., T has property 
3.1.1(i). Take D” E if,(M, 7’) as in Definition 3.1.2(ii). Then the induction 
assumptions say that T” = Ism(D”) belongs to ff,JH, T). Let T”’ be a k- 
subtorus of T such that T” 2 T”’ 2 T’, T” # T’. Then M f7 T”‘/ n i” is not 
periodic. Take t E (M n T”‘)/(M n T’) of infinite order and apply Definition 
3.1.2(ii) with this t. Then by Definition 3.1.2(ii) we have D” = C(Z,,,(D’, t,)) 
for t, E tD’. Since D” E fl,(M, T) and since by the inductive assumptions 
rS,,, and 7s:, are inverse, it follows that T” = C(Z,(D’, t,)’ = C(Z,(T”‘))“, i.e., 
Definition 3.l.l(ii) holds. This shows that 75,+, is well defined and 
concludes the proof of (i). 
Let us prove (ii). Take T’ E if m+ ,(H, T). Then by a property of big 
subgroups T’ = C(Z,(C(Z,(M n Y))))‘. So 75,+ ,Q 75;+, = 1. Take now 
D’ E fi,,,, l(M, T). Let R = C(Z,(D’)). Then 75,+ ,(D’) = R”. Also set 
R , = C(Z,(R’)). Both groups R/R0 and R JR0 are finite. Thus R/R, is finite. 
Set D, = MnR,. Then since R, 3 R”, and MnR” is dense in R”, we have 
Z,W(D,) = Z,(R’) whence D, = C(Z,(D,)). From R/R, finite, it follows that 
D’/D, is periodic. Take D” as in Definition 3.1.2(ii) for D’. Then D” 3 D,. 
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Take t E D”/D, of infinite order. Then the image of t in D/‘/D’ is also of 
infinite order (since D’/D, is periodic). Take t, E tD, and consider 7”’ = 
C(ZH(D,, t,))‘. We have T” # T, T”’ is deined over k. So by Definition 
3. I.l(ii) C(Z,(T”‘))” = T” which implies that C(Z,,,(D,, 0,))” = T” which 
implies that C(Z,,,(D, , t ,)) = D”. So D, satisfies the assumptions of 
Definition 3.1.2(ii). Therefore by Definition 3.1.2(iii) we must have D, = D’. 
This proves that 9:, + , o rS,+ , = 1. 
3.1.5. Let us define a mapping rzi: fii(H, T)+ ni(H, 7’) by 
n,(r) = C,(7) and a mapping 7~:: ni(H, 7’) + fii(H, 7) by rci’(C’) = r(F)“. 
PROPOSITION. The above mappings 
(i) are well defined, 
(ii) are inverses to one another. 
In particular, they establish an identiJication of fii(H, T) with Ili(H, T). 
Proof: The above statements are true if i = 1. Let us assume that they 
are true i< m and let us prove by induction that they are true also for 
i=mS 1. 
If T’ E it,,, + ,(H, T) and 27 = QZr(7”) n Z, it follows from the fact that 
T’ is connected and does not contain subgroups of finite index that 
C’ = C,(T’), i.e., C’ is saturated. It is r-stable since T’ is defined over k. 
Take now T” as in Definition 3.1.l(ii) and set Z” = ,ET(TN). By the induction 
assumption C” E ZI,(H, 7). Now take C”’ which is saturated, r-stable and 
such that C’ 2 Z”’ I> C”, C” # Z”‘. Then 7” = T(L”‘)’ is a k-subtorus of T, 
T”’ # T’, and T”’ = C(Z,(T”‘))’ # T”, a contradiction. This shows that 
Definition 3.1.3 holds for C’, i.e., C’ E IT,,,, ,(H, 0, i.e., n,, I is well defined. 
If C’ E l7,+,(H, T), then Z’ is saturated and therefore T(Y)” = 
C(Z,(T(C’)))“. Set T’ = T(F)‘. Take Z” as in Definition 3.1.3 and set 
T” = T(.Y’)‘. Then, by the inductive assumptions, T” E fl,(H, 2). Take a k- 
subtorus T”’ of T” such that T” 2 T”’ 2 T’, T”’ # T’. Then C,(T”‘) coincides 
with C” (by Definition 3.1.3) when C(Z,(T”‘))” = T”. So the conditions of 
Definition 3.1.1 hold for T’, i.e., T’ E it,,,+ ,(H, T), i.e., nk+ , is well defined. 
This proves that part (i) of our lemma holds. 
The fact that n, + , and rc& +, are inverse to one another is trivial (and was 
actually established above). 
3.1.6. LEMMA. Every saturated r-stable subset of C, belongs to one of 
ni(Hy 7’). 
ProoJ Let 2 be such a subset. If 2 = $, then ,F? E II,(H, T). Suppose that 
c’ # 4. Then ,?? contains some maximal saturated r-stable subset Z, . It can 
be inductively assumed that Z, E l7,(H, 7). Then 2 satisfies conditions of 
Definition 3.1.3 whence ,!? E H, + ,(H, T). 
481 i68/2-8 
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3.2. Let k be an infinite field, let H be a reductive k-group, and let M be 
a big subgroup of H(k). Let k’ be another infinite field, let H’ be a reductive 
k/-group, and let M’ be a big subgroup of H’(k’). Let a: M -+ M’ be an 
isomorphism. 
3.2.1. PROPOSITION. Let T be a maximal k-subtorus of H and 
T’ = Z,,(a(TnM)) (i.e., T’ = a,(T) in the notation of Corollary 2.4.5). 
Then a establishes bijections: 
a* :ifi(H, T) ~ ~i(H”, T’), 
a*: II,(H’, T) + IIi(H, T). 
Proof. It is immediate from Corollary 2.4.5 and the definitions of 
jf,(M, T) and if,(M’, F) that a establishes a bijection fii(A4, 7’) + ifi(M: T’). 
Using identifications of Propositions 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 we recover a* md a*. 
4. COINCIDENCE OF TYPES 
Let k be an infibite field, let K be its separable quadratic extension, and let 
G be an absolutely almost simple anisotropic k-group split over K (i.e., K- 
admissible). Let k’ be another infinite field and let G’ be an absolutely 
almost simple k’-group. Let M and M’ be big subgroups of G(k) and G’(k’), 
respectively. Finally, let a: M + M’ be a group isomorphism. Our aim in this 
section is to prove the following theorem. 
4.1. THEOREM. (i) If rkG 2 2, then there exists a separable quadratic 
extension K’ of k’ such that G’ is split by K’. Moreover K’ splits every torus 
a,(T) where T is a K-admissible torus of G. 
(ii) If G is not of type G,, then there exists a (unique up to a sign) 
isomorphism of root systems a’*: ,?7 + C such that 
a*({ *a’}) = { +a’*(a’)} for a’ E F. 
(iii) If G is of type G,, then G’ is also of type G2. 
4.2. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is quite long and cumbersome. Parts (i) 
and (iii) are proved in Section 4.5 and part (ii) in Section 4.6. We need the 
following notation. We pick a K-admissible torus T in G and we set 
Z=Z(G,T), r={l,o}=T(T), d,=fl,(G,T’), ni=17,(G,T), T’=a,(T), 
p = T(T), fi, = if,(G’, T), and I7; = IT,(G’, T). 
By Lemma 3.1.6 and Proposition l.l(ii) the set Z7, consists of all saturated 
subsystems of rank i - 1 in Z. In particular, ZZz is the set of pairs {*a), 
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a E z. For a EC we set c(a)= a*-‘((~}) (cf. Proposition 3.2.1). Then 
c(u) E n;. 
For a subset 2 such that the set of roots of G(g) with respect to T is ,? 
(even if it is nof a root subsystem) we identify ,I? c z with z(G(z), T). We 
denote by ,?? the set of roots of the Zariski closure of a(G@)n M) with 
respect to T’ (which makes sense since G(z) is normalized by T and 
therefore the Zariski closure of a(G(f) n M) is normalized by T’ = a,(T)). 
Let I?,, be the largest element of the Weyl group of 2, let GO = s,, . soI . ‘a sad, 
where a, are simple roots of 2, d = I,??’ 1, and let I& be the maximum of 
I,E’(ui)l when T varies over the set of K-admissible tori of G(z). Let N= 
IZ’(U,)l + Cy=, fij* 
4.2.1. PROPOSITION. The set of k’-tori a,(T), where T varies over the set 
of K-admissible tori of G(z), is contained in a closed subset V of G’ with 
dim p<dimT’+m. 
We shall prove this proposition in Section 4.2.4. 
4.2.2. Let n’ be the maximum of IE’(u)l when a ranges over ,!? and T 
ranges over the set of K-admissible tori of G(f). We denote by n the number 
n’ computed for z=,?Y. Let ri= mini,,,.,.,, IJ7(ai)l and let fi be the 
corresponding number for C. 
COROLLARY. dim P< dim 7” + g+ (12” I - 1) e 5. 
Proof: We have fl< IC’(u,)l + (Iz+ I - l)C. Since the reduced 
expression for w,, can be chosen to begin with any simple root, we can 
replace I,?Y’(u,)l by fi in the preceding formula. This proves the corollary. 
4.2.3. COROLLARIES. (i) If~+(I~+I--l).C<I,!Yl, then a(MnG(~)) is 
not dense in G’; 
(ii) H+(lz+fl-l)~n>lJC’I; 
(iii) n’+ (IJ?+ I - 1) . n’a IpI. 
Proof. Assume that n’+(IJ?I-l).C<IC’I. Then dimP<dimG’. 
Suppose that a(M n G(z)) is d ense in G’. Since the set of K-admissible tori 
of G(s) is stable under conjugation by Mn G(z), it follows that P contains 
a subset which is stable under conjugation by a(Mn G(z)) and which 
contains a maximal torus T. Since a(Mn G(z)) is dense in G’, it follows 
that P contains the set UgsG,g Tg-’ whence P= G’, a contradiction with 
dim P < dim G’. To prove (ii) assume that fi + (/-?I+ ) - 1) n < I J7 I and apply 
(i) with 2 = ,?Y, G(z) = G. Then we must conclude that M’ = a(M) is not 
dense in G’, a contradiction. 
Toprove(iii)assumethatn’+(I~+I-l)n’<I~I.LetH=G(~).Tand 
let H’ be the connected component of the Zariski closure of a(H n M). Thus 
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H’ is the Zariski closure of a subgroup N c G(z) n A4 of finite index. By 
Corollary 2.4.7 the group H’ is reductive. Since a(N) is dense in H’, the set 
U hsa(N, hTh-’ is dense in H’. But these sets are contained in P and by 
4.2.2 we have dim p < g+ (12’ I- 1) n’ + dim T’ < dim H’. Thus we have a 
contradiction, which concludes the proof of our corollaries. 
4.2.4. Let C;, = c’(ai), C:, ,..., C:q,(i, be the set of all subsystems of C’ 
of cardinality Qii. Let S be the set of ordered sequences s = (j,, jz,...,jd) 
such that j, = 1, 1 < ji < q(i). For s E S we set p(s) = G’(& ,) G’(C;,) . . . 
G’(JYdjd) and P(s) = { gTg- ‘, g E l?(s)}. 
PROPOSITION. (i) For any K-admissible subtorus T of G(z) there exists 
s E S and h E w(s) such that a,(n = h(a,(T)) h-‘, 
(ii) dim Z?(s) < Iz’(a,)I + &‘=, ci + dim T’, 
(iii) dim p(s) < IY(a,)l + CyTl=, si + dim T’. 
We have immediately 
COROLLARY. Proposition 4.2.1 holds with 
p = USES w. 
Thus it remains to prove Proposition 4.2.4. 
Proof of Proposition. Statement (ii) is the direct consequence of the 
assumption IC;l Q n’, and j, = 1. Statement (iii) immediately follows from 
(ii). 
Let us prove (i). Let T = T,,, T, ,..., T, = 7 a sequence of associated K- 
admissible tori of G(s) constructed in 1.4.2 which connects T and T. Let 
i? = Z(G@), Ti), Ti = a,(T,), and C” = X(G’, c). For a E ,?r denote by 
Z”(a) the set a*-‘({~)), where a*: I7*(G’, Ti)-+ ZZz(G, Ti) (cf. 
Proposition 3.2.1). Let G’(a), a E J?, denote the group constructed with 
respect to Ti and by G”(,?Y’(a)) the analogous subgroup in G’. 
We have Ti+ , c Ti . G’(a,) for ai E 2”. Therefore i”;, , c T; . G”(Z”(ai)). 
Therefore there exists hi E G”(C”(u,)) such that T{+ , = hi T; h; ‘. Hence 
T;,, = (hi .a. h,) T;(hi ..a h,)-‘. 
Therefore conjugation by & = hi a.. h, induces a bijection of the set of 
subgroups of G’ normalized by r, onto the set of subgroups normalized by 
q. In particular, there exists a subsystem Z’(i) of E such that G”(,??‘(a,)) = 
/ii-, G’@‘(i)) K,Y’, . Clearly IZ’(i)j = IC”(aJ and by our choice of n’ we have 
1 P’(aJ < n: 
Now our aim is to show that &E G’@‘(O)) ... G’@‘(i)). Since z’(O) = 
JY(a,) and since every E’(k) coincides with some E{,j,, assertion (i) will then 
follow. 
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Since G”(C”(a,)) = /iiG’(C’(i)) Ii:‘, we can take hi E G’@‘(i)) so that 
!I; = h,, hi = lie ,hi6,~‘, . Let US prove by induction that i;i = hb ..a hi. For 
i = 0 this is true. Suppose it is true for i, that is, & = hb .. . hj. Let us prove 
this for Iii+, . We have 
whence our assertion. 
4.3. Now we are going to study the r-module Q,Y. We use notation of 
the beginning of Section 4.2. 
4.3.1. PROPOSITION. (i) If a, ,..., a,,, E C is a Q-basis of QZ, then QC’ = 
@YE”=, Qc’(Ui) (a direct sum of r’-modules); 
(ii) Y-modules Q,??(a) and QE’(b) are isomorphic for any a, b E C; 
(iii) if T,, T, are K-admissible tori of G, then the minimal splitting 
fields of u*(T,) and a,(T,) are the same. 
4.3.2. Proof of(i). Take Di E fli(M, 7’) such that the roots of Z,(Di) are 
(*a,}. Set Mi = B’(Z,w(Di)), i@ = (M,, i = l,..., m). Then Z,(Q) is finite. 
Therefore Z,,,(a(a)) is finite. Let Hi be the Zariski closure of a(Mi) in G’; 
since Mi = 2?2(Z,bf(Di)), it follows from Lemma 2.1(v), Proposition 2.4.4, 
and [ 14, 4.41 that 17; is connected, reductive, and defined over k’. All Hi are 
normalized by T’ = a,(T) and E’(Ui) = C(Hi, T’). 
Let ,E’=Ui~‘(ai), p={f~Tla(t)=l for all aEJ?}. The group To 
must be trivial since otherwise it would be a k-torus and then the group 
fw n F”(~z,t,,(a(ti))) would be infinite by the property of big groups in 
contradiction with finiteness of Z,,,(a(A?)). But since I?’ is finite, it follows 
that C spans QC’ over Q. Thus QC’ = xi<;m QJY’(ai). 
Suppose that this sum is not direct. Set Ci = c’(Ui), zi = (+a,}. Then for 
some q we have QC:, n ,Yitg QE; # 0. Set z= (xif, QC,)n& J? = 
(rifs QC;) fI C’, F= T(f), T, = T({ *a,}), Tq = T’(C;), and p = T’(p). 
Then we have T, . ?= T. We have therefore by the property of big groups 
(Mn T)/(T,nM)(~TnM) is periodic but (M’n T’)/(T;nM’)(? nM’) is 
not periodic. Since M’ n T’ = a(M n T), T; n M’ = a(T, n M), and 
Tnfw =~~(~nhf>, we have a contradiction. We arrived at this 
contradiction on the basis of the assumption that the sum is not direct. 
Hence it is direct. 
4.3.3. Proof of (ii). Let {a,~, ,..., a,] and {b,a, ,..., a,} be two sets of 
roots, such that both of them are Q-bases of QC. Then 
QC = QZ’(a) 0 @ QZ’(a,) z QC’(b) 0 O Qz’(ai) 
i>2 i>2 
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(isomorphisms of r-modules). It follows that 
QL’(a) 5 QC’(b). 
Let now A = {b, ,..., b,} be a system of simple roots in 2. Set Ai = A - bi, 
Zi = QA, n C. Let b be the maximal root in Z (with respect to A). Then 
b & Zi for all i. Let a be an arbitrary root from Z - Ci. Then 
a, b ,,..., &,..., b, is a basis of QZ. By the preceding assertion we have 
therefore Z’(a) 1: C’(b) for all a E C - Zi. Since i can be taken arbitrary, 
Z’(a) = Z’(b) for all a E C, whence our assertion. 
4.3.4. Proof of (iii). By Section 1.4 or [ 19, no. 7] it is sufftcient to prove 
(iii) in the case when T, = r, T, c G(a) T for some a E C. Set q = a*(Ti). 
Then r, n r, = T(C’(a)). S’ mce the representation of r(q) is a direct sum 
of equivalent representations and since r(F,) and r(r,) act as r(r, n Y,) on 
Q . X(F, n T,), we have r(q) = r(r, n T,), as asserted. 
4.4. Now we will consider the case when Z is of rank 2, i.e., when C is 
of type A,, B,, G, . The argument below consists of case considerations and 
is based on Proposition 4.2.1 and its corollaries. 
4.4.1. PROPOSITION. If rk G = 2, then rk G’ = 2 and Z and C’ are of the 
same type. 
4.4.2. Proof. By Proposition 4.3.l(ii) we known that dim QZ’(a) does 
not depend on a E Z. Set d = dim QZ’(a). Then Proposition 4.3.1(i) says 
that rk Z’ = 2d. Now Corollary 4.2.3 says that fi + (IZ’ I- 1) . n > I,?? I. In 
particular, we have a rougher inequality IZ+ I . n > 1,~’ I, where n is the 
maximum cardinality of the subsystems of rank d in Z’. Let F be a 
subsystem of rank d and maximum cardinality. Let us tabulate the relevant 
information. 
Type 2’ A 2d B c2d D, D,,,d>2 G, F, E, E, 
Type ,!? A, B’,” Cd A, D, A, B, A, D, 
2d(2d + 1) 8d2 8d2 24 8d2 - 4d 12 48 72 240 
d(d + 1) 2d2 2d2 6 2d2 - 2d 2 8 12 24 
C of type A,, 3d(d+ 1) 6d2 6d2 18 6(d2 -d) 6 24 36 72 
pi+1 * IP’( 
C of type B,, 4d(d + 1) 8d2 8d2 24 8(d2 -d) 8 32 48 96 
1iz+1. IFI 
C of type G,, 6d(d+ 1) 12d2 12d2 36 12(d2 -d) 12 48 72 144 
1x+1. p’1 
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4.4.2. Case C of type A,. It is seen from the table that the inequality 
(C+ ( . n > (C’ ( is possible only if C’ is of type A,, with d = 1. This proves 
Proposition 4.4.1 for Z of type A *. 
4.4.3. Case C of type B,, Suppose that Xc’ is not of type B,. Then we see 
from the table that for C’ we have the following possibilities: AZd, 
B,Jd > l), C,,(d > l), and D,. Let a’ be a long root of X and let 6 be a 
(long) root orthogonal to 6. Then G(c) and G(8) commute whence G’(Z’(aI)) 
and G’(C’($)) commute. They are semi-simple by Corollary 2.4.7. So G’ 
contains two semi-simple subgroups of rank d which commute. 
If X’ is of type AZd, this is impossible. 
If C’ is of type D,, then G’@‘(Z)) and G’@‘(g)) are of type A, X A, 
whence fi = 4. Now use Corollary 4.2.3(ii). We have 6 + (IX’ I- 1) . n < 
4 + 3 . 6 = 22 ( IC’ 1 = 24, a contradiction. 
If C’ is of type BZd, d > 1, then B, is the only subsystem of rank d and 
cardinality 2d*. We conclude from Corollary 4.2.3(ii) that Z’(a) is of type 
B, for any a E Z. Assume that d > 1. The number of short roots in B, is d 
and the number of short roots in B,, is 2d. Thus B,, cannot be covered by 
disjoint subsustems of type B, (and they must be disjoint by Proposition 
4.3.1(i)) unless d = 1. 
If Z’ is of type C2d, d > 1, then the same argument as above as above (for 
BZd) applies. Namely, each Z’(a) must be of type C,. The number of long 
roots in C, is d and in CZd it is 2d whence Czd cannot be covered by disjoint 
subsystems of type C,. 
This proves Proposition 4.4.1 for Z of type B,. 
4.4.4. Case Z of type G,. Let J? be the subsystem of long roots in Z. Then 
G(z) is of type A,. Since 3n = (2” 1 . n < 12’1, it follows from Corollary 
4.2.3(i) that a(M n G(f)) is not dense in G’. Let H’ be the connected 
component of its closure. It is a semi-simple subgroup of maximal rank (by 
Corollary 2.4.7). By Corollary 2.4.9, H’ = A,,,,,, H” where H” is absolutely 
almost simple. Applying Corollary 4.2.3(iii) to a: M n G(z) + H” and using 
the line of our table corresponding to A, we derive that H” is of type A,. 
Thus,??isoftypeA,XA,X... x A, (d times). This is possible only if C’ is 
of type G,, F,, E,, 4. 
The case G, does not contradict our statement. 
The case F, is rejected as follows. In a group of type F, two components 
in a subsystem of type A, x A, consist of roots of different length. Thus 
G’(J?) is not almost /?-simple. This is a contradiction with Lemma 2.4.8. 
If C’ is of type E,, then we observe that Z’(a) is of type A, X A, x A, for 
any aEE. Therefore E<6. Thus @+(I.Z+I--l)n=6+5.12=66<72. 
Now Corollary 4.2.3(ii) gives the desired contradiction. 
The case Z” of type E, is rejected by the table. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.4.1. 
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4.5. PROPOSITION. If rk G > 2, then there exists a separable quadratic 
extension K’ of k’ such that G’ is split bql K’. Moreover, 
(i) rk G’ = rk G, 
(ii) 121 = /E’], 
(iii) K’ splits the torus a,(0 if T is a K-admissible torus of G. 
45.1. Let 2 c C be a connected saturated subsystem of rank 2. 
Then 2 E 17, (by Lemma 3.1.6 and Proposition l.l(ii)). Let ?=;E it, 
be the corresponding k-torus (cf. 3.1.5). Set H = Z,(?=))/C(Z,(T)), 
H’ = Z,,(a,( n)/C(Z, ,(a*( T)))). Now Corollary 2.4.9 is applicable 
to the isomorphism a: (Z,(?) n M)/C(Z,(~ n M) -+ (Z,(a,(T) n M’)/ 
W,@d??P W. N ex we apply 4.4 and deduce that p = a*-‘(z) t 
consists of d copies of c’. 
4.5.2. If C is of type B,(n > 2), C,(n > 2), F, we can apply the above 
considerations to a sybsystem ,?? of type B, in ,?Y. Then it will follow that ,X’ 
contains a saturated subsystem of type B, x ..a x B, (d times). This is 
possible only if d = 1 (since no connected system of simple roots contains 
two subsystems of type B,). 
4.5.3. The conclusions of 4.5.1 imply that Z’(a) is of type 
A, x . . . x A, (d times). By Corollary 4.2.3(ii) we must have ICI . d > IZ’I. 
Here z is of rank n and C’ is of rank nd. 
This clearly is impossible if E is of type A,. 
If C is of type D, such a relation may be possible only if ,E:’ is of type 
A . But then IC’I=nd(nd+1)<d.2(n2-n)=d.(,?Y;( reduces to n2d2< 
2t?d - 3nd, i.e., to n2d2 < 2n2d, i.e., to d < 2, as required. 
If C is of type E,, n = 6,7,8, take in z a subsystem J? of type D,. Then 
2 E E, (by Lemma 3.1.6 and Proposition 1. l(ii)). The same argument as in 
4.5.1 shows that ,??’ = a*-‘(,?) consists of d copies of saturated subsystems 
of type D,. This is only possible if d = 1 (since otherwise a connected 
system of simple roots would contain two subsystems of type DJ. 
4.5.4. We have shown that d = 1 for any choice of C. By 
Proposition 4.3.l(ii) it follows that r’ is represented faithfully on a one- 
dimensional space Qa’, a’ E Z’. Now Propositions 1.2 and 2.4.1 yield 
Proposition 4.5(ii). Now our argument becomes reversible. We use Corollary 
4.2.3(ii) to deduce that ],?Y] > ]C’] and since C and E’ play now a symmetric 
role, we have also IC’ / > ]C], whence ]z] = IC’ I. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 4.5. 
4.6. Proof of Theorem 4.l(ii), (iii). 
4.6.1. Suppose that a* preserves the lengths of roots (i.e., it maps long 
roots into long ones and short ones into short ones). Then it is immediate 
that the types of E and C’ coincide. We can apply [23, Proposition 5.11. l] 
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and obtain the result in this case. The above assumptions hold automatically 
if C has roots of only one length. To handle the cases B,, C,, F, we need 
more work. 
4.6.2. Consider first the case B,. Because of Proposition 4.5(i), (ii) we 
know that C’ is also of type B,. If char k = 2, we can apply [2 1, 
Theorem 0.31. Indeed the big groups of the present paper are big also in the 
sense of [2 1 ] (but not necessary conversely). As remarked in [21, 0.11 the 
condition of that paper, namely, [ 21, 4.11, automatically holds for K- 
admissible groups. Now let us apply [21, Theorem 0.31. Since G’ is 
anisotropic (by Lemma 2.4.1) it follows that a special k’-isogeny /I of [4, 
Theorem 0.3 J must be an isomorphism (cf. [4, Proposition 3.11). This proves 
our assertion for type B, if char k = 2. Since by Proposition 4.5 the roles of 
k and k’ are now interchangeable, our assertion is proved also if char k’ = 2. 
Now assume that char k # 2 and char k’ # 2. Let a, b be the positive long 
roots of C. Then G(a) and G(b) commute. Therefore G’(a*-‘(a)) and 
G(cr* ‘(6)) commute. Since char k’ # 2, this means that a*-‘(a) and 
u*-‘(b) are long roots of C’. Thus we are back in the conditions of 4.6.1. 
4.6.3. Now let C be of type B,, C,, F,. By 4.6.2 the restriction of a to 
any connected saturated subsystem of type Bz in C preserves lengths. 
Therefore a* preserves lengths and we are in conditions of 4.6.1. This 
concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1 (ii). 
4.6.4. If C is of type Gz, then C’ is of type G, because of Proposition 
4.5(i) and .5(ii). This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.l(iii). 
5. REDUCTION TO RANK 2 
Let k and k’ be infinite fields. Let H be a reductive k-group and let H’ be 
a reductive k/-group. Let PH = H/C(H), PH’ = H’/C(H’). Let M be a big 
subgroup of H and let M’ be a big subgroup of H’. Finally, let a: M-, M’ be 
a group isomorphism and let Pa: PM+ PM’ be the induced isomorphism. 
5.1. DEFINITIONS. (i) We say that a is good if there exist a field 
isomorphism p: k -+ k’ and a k’-isomorphism of algebraic k’-groups /I: 
‘-‘(PH)+ PH’ such that Pa(h) =/l(cp’(h)) for h E PM. 
(ii) We say that a is very good if there exist a field isomorphism rp: 
k + k’, a k’-isomorphism of algebraic k’-groups p: OH-+ H’, and a 
homomorphism y: M + C(M) such that a(h) = y(h) . P(q’(h)) for h E M. 
5.2. Let K be a separable quadratic extension of k and let G be a K- 
admissible group. Let G’ be an absolutely amost simple k’-group. Let M be a 
big subgroup of G and let M’ be a big subroup of G’. Let a: M+ M’ be a 
group isomorphism. 
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THEOREM. Suppose (i) rk G > 2, 
(ii) for every K-admissible torus T of G and every connected saturated 
subsystem ,?? of E(G, T) of rank 2 the restriction 
a: (G(z). T)nM+ (G’(a*-‘(z))a,(T))nM’ 
is good, 
(iii) G and G’ have isomorphic root data if G is not of type D,, and G 
and G’ are simultaneously simply connected or adjoint tf G is of type D,, . 
Then a is very good. 
The proof is given in several steps. 
5.3. Let us take the following assumptions: k and k’ are infinite fields, H 
a reductive anisotropic k-group, H’ a reductive k/-group, M a big subgroup 
of H, M’ a big subgroup of H’, and a: M --) M’ a group isomorphism. 
5.3.1. LEMMA. (i) Suppose that a is good. Then a field isomorphism cp: 
k -+ k’ and a k’-isomorphism 8: “(PH) + PH’ such that (Pa)(h) = l?@‘(h)) 
for h E PM are uniquely determined by a. 
(ii) Suppose that a is very good and that H and H’ are semi-simple 
with isomorphic root data. Then a Jield isomorphism 6. k-1 k’, a k’- 
isomorphism b mH + H’, and a homomorphism y’: M+ C(M’) such that 
a(h) = y(h) . /3@‘(h)) for h E M are uniquely determined by a. 
(iii) In case (ii) we have, moreover, $ = (p, p = Pa 
Proof. Suppose that P@‘(h)) = P,@(h)), h E PM. Regrouping p, B, , (p, 
(D, we can assume that there exist a k-automorphism 8,: PH+ PH and a 
field automorphism rp,: k+ k such that /3,(h) = &?(h) for h E PM. Since PM 
is dense in PH and p,(h) E PH for h E PM, it follows that PH is defined 
over the fixed field of pz, say k,. The field k, cannot be finite since then H 
would be quasi-split over k,. Let V be the variety of maximal tori of M. It is 
defined over k, [ 1, 7.71 and V(k,) is dense in V [ 1, 7.91. By the property of 
big subgroups we have p,(v) = q!(v) for v E V(k) (where pz E (Aut V)(k) is 
the automorphism induced by &). 
In this situation (i) follows from the following result stated and proved by 
A. Borel. 
LEMMA. Let V be a k-variety, k, its smallest fteld of definition, p: V + V 
a regular automorphism of V, and cp: k + k a field automorphism. Suppose 
that V(k,) is Zariski-dense in V. ff /3(x) = (p”(x) for x E V(k), then p = 1, 
(D= 1. 
Proof. Since o”(x) E V for x E V(k) and V(k) is dense, V is defined over 
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fixed field of cp, whence (D acts trivially on V(k,). Therefore /3(x)=x for 
x E V(k,) and since V(k,) is dense in V, /I = 1, as required. 
Now let us prove (ii) and (iii). Let us go over to PH, PH’, PM, PM’ (note 
that since M and M’ are dense in H and H’, their centers are contained in 
the centers of H and H’). Then we have 6 = v, and /I = P/? Since Pa= 1 
implies p’= 1, we have from (i) unicity for @ and F The unicity for 7 follows. 
5.3.4. LEMMA. Suppose that a is good. Suppose that GZH and z?ZH’ are 
absolutely almost simple. If GH and @H’ have isomorphic root data and in 
addition are both simply connected or both adjoint if GZH is of type DZn, then 
a: PM --) aM’ is very good. 
Proof: Since a is good, there exist a field isomorphism rp: k+ k’ and a 
k’-isomorphism p: PH -+ PH’ such that Pa = P(rp’(h)) for h E PM. From our 
assumptions on %?H, GfH’, it follows that there exists a k’-isomorphism k 
“(G?H) + .GH’ which induces p on P(9H) = PH. (Indeed, p can certainly be 
lifted to a k:-isomorphism b “(gH) + gH’. But this pcannot differ from its 
conjugates by Gal(&/k’) since Pp= UPp for o E Gal(k:/k’).) Consider then 
a’ = p o ~1’: 9M -+ 9M’. We have Pa = Pa’ on gM/C(gM). Therefore 
a’(h) . a(h-‘) = r(h) E C(gM’), hEG9M. 
Since a’(h) = a(h) . y(h), we have that y: gM-+ C(gM’) is a 
homomorphism. So a has the required form. 
5.3.5. LEMMA. Let H,, H, be reductive k-subgroups of H such that 
H, n H, is a non-commutative reductive group containing a maximal k-torus 
of H. Let Mi = Hi n M and let H; be the Zariski closure in H’ of M;. = 
a(M,), i = 1,2. Suppose that the isomorphisms a: Mi+ M; are good for 
i = 1, 2 so that (Pa)(h) =P&p)(h)) for h E PM,, i = 1, 2. Then ql = qz and 
the restrictions of /?, and p2 to “P(H, I? H,) coincide. 
Proof. It is immediate from Lemma 5.3.1(i) applied to H, n H,. The 
application of Lemma 5.3.1(i) is justified by Lemma 2.3.3(ii). 
5.4. The inductive procedure is based on a lemma about root systems. 
Let Z be a root system, A its subsystem of simple roots, and Zt the 
corresponding system of positive roots. For any subsystem 2 of C such that 
c’= -2 we put ,? = ,?Y+ n 2 and we denote by A(z) the system of simple 
roots of z corresponding to 2”. 
Let A,, Al ,..., A,,, be connected sybsystems of rank 2 in A which satisfy 
6) A = Ui<m Ai, 
(ii) for any pair a, b E A, there exist i, ,..., i, E [ 1, m] such that a E Ai,, 
b E Ai., (Ai,nAi,+,( = 1. 
Set Zi = QAi n E. 
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LEMMA. There exist connected saturated subsystems C,, , ,..., C, of 
rank 2 in C such that 
(a) d(ci) C Uj,iCj for i > m, 
(b) Ci~ UjciZjfor i > m, 
Cc) z= Uj<n zj- 
Proof It can be assumed that dq = Ujg4 Aj is a connected subsystem of 
A of rank d and that the rank of 6q+,=A,+,Udq is d+ 1. Set ci= 
QAi n .E, ci = Qdi ?I C. Applying [23, Lemma 5.11.41 with C = 2, + , , 
Z==.EQ, C,=Eq+, we can cover Zq+, by subsystems, satisfying (a) and 
(b). When q runs through [ 1, m - 1 J we get our assertion. 
5.5. Let us take notation and assumptions of Theorem 5.2. These 
assumptions imply that for every K-admissible torus T of G and every 
connected saturated subsystem ,!? c C(G, 7’) of rank 2 the isomorphism a: 
Mn G(z) . T-+ M’ n G’(a* -r(p)) . a*(r> is good. (The intersection 
Mn G(z) . T is defined abstractly as Z,(D) for some D E fi,(M, T).) Let 
us denote this isomorphism by a(T, 2). By Lemma 5.3.4 there exist a field 
isomorphism q(T, 2): k -+ k’, a k’-isomorphism of algebraic groups p(T, 2): 
G(f) + G’(a; ‘(f)), and a homomorphism y(T, 2): Mn G(E) + 
C(M’ n G’(cI* -‘(f))) such that [a(T, f)](h) = [y(T, z)](h)[W, 2)) 0 
p”(T, z)(h)] for h E M n G(e) 2 g(Z,(D)). 
5.5.1. LEMMA. (i) cp(T,z) does not depend on 2; its common value is 
denoted q(T). 
(ii) There exists a k’-isomorphism p(T): rp(T’G+ G’ which coincides 
with jI(T, z) on G(f) for all connected J? E 17,(G, T). 
Proof. Lemmas 5.4, 5.3.1, 5.3.4, and 5.3.5 show that p(T,z) does not 
depend on 2. Now let us replace k by p(T)(k) and G by OCT’G (so that we 
shall not need to write O(‘)G in this proof). Again applying Lemmas 5.3.1, 
5.3.4, and 5.3.5 we see that p(T, 2) 1 G(a), a E A, does not depend on 2 3 a. 
Let us denote this restriction by /3(T, a). Let A be the system of simple roots 
of C. Then the set a*-‘(+A) contains a system A’ = &*-‘(A) of simple roots 
of Z’ (by Theorem 4.1 (ii)). Set u’ = cY* -‘(a). Since p(T, a)(Tn G(a)) = 
a,(T) n G’(a’), we have p(T, a) x,(t) = xLta,=,(t’) where a: A --) { f 1 }. 
Replacing if necessary Cr by -a’* we can assume that e(ao) = 1 for some 
a, EA. Let us show that then E(U) = 1 for all a EA. 
Let d be a connected subsystem of A of rank 2. Set 2 = (Qa) f7 .Z. Since 
j?(T, a), a E d, is a restriction of /3(T, z), it follows that p(T, z)*: .9? + 2 
differs from a’* at most by sign. Therefore e(a) = E(b) for a, b E d. Since A 
can be covered by such subsystems 2 in such a way that every point is 
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covered at least twice it follows that a(a) = s(b) for any a, b E A. Since 
~(a,,) = 1 we have E(U) = 1 for all a E A, as desired. 
Now we have a set of isomorphisms p(r, a): G(a) -+ G’(a’), a E A, such 
that p*-‘(r, a)(a) = a’. Applying 1.3 we get that there exists p(r): G + G’ 
which coincides with /?(r, a) on G(a) for all a E A. Using Lemmas 5.4, 5.3. I, 
and 5.3.5 we establish successively that p(T) 1 G(C,) =/3(T, Ci) (where Ci are 
from Lemma 5.4). We use, of course, the fact that G(C,) is generated by 
G(a), a E d(Ci). whence /3(T, Ci) is completely determined by its restriction 
to G(a), a E d(Ci). Thus ,8(T) 1 G(a) must coincide with /?(c’, T) ) G(a) for all 
connected C’E fi,(G. T) such that 2 3 u. 
5.5.2. LEMMA. v(T) and /3(T) do not depend on the choice of a K- 
admissible torus T. 
Proof: By 1.4.2 any two K-admissible tori can be connected by a 
sequence of associated K-admissible tori. Therefore it is sufficient to verify 
our assertion for a pair of associated tori. So let T, c T. G(a), a E A, be a 
K-admissible torus associated to T. We have to prove that rp(T) = cp(T,) and 
/3(T) =,!l(T,). This is evidently true for p,, since ~(7) 1 Mn G(a) = 
q$T,) 1 Mf? G(a) by Lemma 5.3.1. So it remains to prove this for /I. 
Let A , . . . . . A, be those subsystems Ai from 5.4 which contain a. (Of course, 
s < 3.) Take h E G(a)(K) such that T, = hTh-‘, and take a Bore1 subgroup 
B such that B 3 T. 
Set B, = hBh-‘, G,(b) = h”(Bo . G(b))h-“n h(B . G(b))h-‘, b E A. 
Then G,(b) = G(b) if (b, a) = 0 or b = a. Therefore /?(T, b) =p(T,, 6) if 
(b, a) = 0 or b = a. If (b,a)# 0, then Ai= {b,a) for some iE { l,..., s}. Set 
Ci = QAi n C. We have evidently (G,(b), G(a)) = (G(b), G(a)) = G(C,). 
Since p(T,)I G(C,)=/3(T,, Ci)=/I?(T,Ci)=p(T) G(Zi), we see that 
/3(T,) 1 G(Ci) =/3(T) I G(Xi). Since subgroups G(~i), i = l,..., S, and G(b), 
(b, a) = 0, b E A, generate G, we have /3(T,) =/3(T) as required. 
5.5.3. Proof of Theorem 5.2 concluded. Denote rp = p(T), p=/3(7’), 
where T is a K-admissible torus of G. By Lemma 5.5.2 for every K- 
admissible torus T, c G and for every saturated connected subsystem 2 of 
rank 2 in E(G, T,) we have 
a(g) = MT, 1 ,f+‘)lW . P(v”(g)) for all gE G(Z)nM, 
where y(T, , c’): Mf? G(E) + C(G’(a*(z))) n M’ is a homomorphism. 
Therefore 
4g) = m”(d) for all g E .@(Mn G(z)). 
We recall that Mn G(z) 2 9(2,(D)) for an appropriate D E jf,(M, T,). So 
a(g) = P((o”(g>) for g E ~*(Z.,,(D)). 
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Let N be the subgroup of M, generated by all groups @‘(Z,(D)), where 
D E fit,(M, T,) for some K-admissible torus T, and Z,(D) has connected 
root system. Since the set of K-admissible tori is closed under conjugation by 
elements of G(k), and, therefore, by elements of M, it follows that N is a 
normal subgroup of M. We have also a(g) = /?(o”(g)) for g E R. Applying 
[4, Lemma 8.101 we get our theorem. 
6. MAIN RESULTS 
Let k and k’ be infinite fields. Let K be a separable quadratic extension of 
k. Let G be an absolutely almost simple anisotropic algebraic k-group of 
rank > 2 split by K. Let G’ be a semi-simple k/-group. Let M be a big 
subgroup of G(k) and let M’ be a big subgroup of G’(k’). Let a: M + M’ be 
a surjective group homomorphism whose kernel is contained in the center of 
M. 
6.1. MAIN THEOREM. (i) G’ is k’simple, anisotropic, and split by a 
quadratic separable extension of k’. 
(ii) There exist a field homomorphism 6: k -+ k’ such that G(k) 2 k’ 
and @(k)/k’ is separable offinite degree. 
(iii) Let G be the universal cover of G. Then there exists a special k’- 
isogeny /?z Rc:,,,,,$ %+ G’. This special isogeny is central unless G is of type 
G, and k is of characteristic 3. 
(iv) Suppose that G is simply connected, or G’ is adjoint, or G and G’ 
are not of type D,, and have the same root data. Then there exist a unique 
field homomorphism rp: k-+ l? with (p(k) 2 k’, a unique special k’-isogeny /I: 
R o(kMkSBG + G’ and a unique homomorphism y: M+ C(M’) such that 
a(m) = r(m) . P(R~w q ( O(m))) for m E M. The isogeny p is central unless 
char k = 3 and G is of type G,. Moreover, one can take $3 = ~0 and B agrees 
with p in the evident sense. 
We note that (i) follows from (ii) and (iii). The proof of (ii), (iii), and (iv) 
is deduced in a standard wat (cf: [4, 8.1 l-8.161) from the following: 
6.1.1. PROPOSITION. Theorem 6.l(iv) holds tf G and G’ are adjoint 
groups and G is absolutely simple. 
6.1.2. Before proving this proposition let us show that the theorem 
follows from it. To do this let us denote by G and @ the adjoint groups of G 
and G’ and by # and I$? the images of M and M’ in (? and e. Then & and 
M’ are big subgroups of G and 6 and a factors through to give an 
isomorphism E = Pa: R-+ M’. Now @ is k-simple by Lemma 2.4.8 and by 
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Corollary 2.4.9 there exists a finite separable extension k” of k’ and an 
absolutely simple k”-group G” such that G’ = Rkrlk,@. We can identify 
G’(k) with G”(k”). Then &?’ becomes a big subgroup of @(k”). This brings 
us into the conditions of Proposition 6.1.1. Therefore there exist a field 
homomorphism I$: k -+ I?’ and a special k”-isogeny p: ROck,,k,s3G+ @’ such 
that U(M) = /3(R~,,,.,,.(QT”(rii))) f or ti E ti. Since G” is absolutely simple, it 
follows that k” =@(k) so that p= R,.,,,fi Rk,:,ks3G+ G’ is a k’-isogeny. 
This shows that (i) and (ii) hold always and (iii) holds if both G and G’ are 
adjoint. 
Suppose now that only G’ is adjoint. Denote by I: G+ G the canonical 
projection. Then we have shown that (iii) holds for E. Since G’ is adjoint, we 
know that Ker a = Ker I I,,, . Thus a = E 0 1. Then we have @, /3 as above. Set 
o = (p. ,8 = p o 1. Then we see that our assertion holds in this situation too. 
Suppose now that G is simply connected. Let cp = rp and let /I,: 
R o,k,.k.“G + G’ be constructed as before. Then there exists a special k’- 
isogeny p: Rs,k,jkf “G + G’ such that p, = I’ 0 /3, where I’: G’ -+ G’ is the 
canonical projection. Set a’ = p 0 Rz,,,,,, o rp’. Since I’ o CL = I’ 0 6, it follows 
that a(m) . c?(m)-’ E C(M). Set y(m) = a(m) . E(m-‘) for m E M. It follows 
that 7 is a homomorphism y: M-r C(M’). Thus we have our theorem in this 
case too. 
Assume finally that G and G’ have the same root data but are not of type 
4. Then the statement follows from Lemma 5.3.4 if G is not of type GZ 
and is contained in [22] if G is of type Gz. 
6.1.3. Remark. The case DZn, which is coming up all the time, could be 
handled as in (4, 8.11 (ii)]. 
6.2. Proof of Proposition 6.1.1. By Theorem 4.1, G and G’ have the 
same root data (since they both are adjoint). Therefore by Theorem 5.2 it is 
sufftcient to prove Proposition 6.1.1 when G and G’ are adjoint groups of 
rank 2 and of the same type. This is done in [22] if G is of type G,, in [7] if 
G is of type A,, in [ 2 1 ] if G is of type B, and char k = 2, and in 6.3 below if 
G is of type B, and char k # 2. 
6.3. We assume now that G and G’ are adjoint groups of type B, and 
char k # 2, char k’ # 2. 
THEOREM. Proposition 61.1 holds if G and G’ are both adjoint of type 
B, and char k # 2, char k’ # 2. 
In the proof which will be given in several steps we identify G (resp. G’) 
with the special orthogonal group SO(V,f) (resp., SO( V,f’)) of a regular 
anisotropic quadratic space of dimension 5 over k (resp. k’) with quadratic 
form f (resp. f’). We denote by F (resp., F’) the bilinear form corresponding 
to f’ (resp. F’) and by N’ the orthogonal complement of N s V. For a 
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subspace N c V we consider projectivisation PN of N as lying in PV. Next 
G,V = {x E G ] XN = N}. The group e,v may not be connected bu G,V = Go, 
has index at most two in ek. Therefore h* E G,, for h E e,%,. This property 
together with the property 2.3.2(iii) of big subgroups permits us to charac- 
terize the groups G,,,. 
Let IfC2(G, T) = { T’E fi2(G, T) 1 Z,(G?(Z,(~)” is commutative for any 
i > 1 }. It means that C(T) consists of two opposite short roots. Let n,(G) = 
U Tmanima, it,(G, T). Introduce in it,(G) an incidence structure. The elements 
of n,(G) are called points and T,, T, E R,(G) are called associated if 
(Z,(@((T,, Tz))))’ E Z?:(G) and Q’((T,, T,)) # 1 for all i 2 1. 
6.3.1. PROPOSITION. This incidence structure makes l?*(G) into a 
Grassmanian of lines in a four-dimensional projective space. 
This result, Chow’s theorem [6, III, Sect. 21, and the fundamental theorem 
of projective geometry easily imply that an abstract isomorphism of big 
subgroups of adjoint groups of type B, is good. 
6.3.2. LEMMA. Let N be a plane of V, T E d,(G). Then 
(i) G,+ = G.V; 
(ii) there exists a unique T(N) E L’?,(G) such that G,v = Z&T(N)); 
(iii) there exists a unique plane N(T) such that T(N(T)) = T, in this 
case T acts trivially on N(T)‘. 
6.3.3. LEMMA. Let N,, N, be planes in V. Then dim(N, f7 N2) = 1 ifand 
only if both of the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) @(T(N,), T(N,)) # 1 for all i > 1, 
(ii) T = Z,(C8((T(N,), T(N,))))O E l?,(G) for all i > 1. 
In this case T acts trvially on N, + N,. 
Proof Set W = N, + N,, H = (T(N,), T(N,)). Suppose first that 
dim(N, n N,) = 1. Then dim W = 3 and dim W’ = 2. Since both T(Ni) act 
trivially on W-, it follows that H acts trivially on W’, whence T(W’) c 
Z(@H) for all i > 0. Clearly, H = SO(w) whence @H = H and Z,(H)’ = 
T(W’), as required. 
Now suppose that N,, N, are such that T = Z,(@(H) E I?(G) for all 
i > 1 and H is not solvable. Since T acts irreducibly on a two-dimensional 
space N = N(T) and trivially on N’ it follows that either Ni c N’ or Ni = N. 
If one of Ni, say N,, coincides with N, then automatically [N,, N,] = 1, a 
contradiction with (i). So W c N’. If dim W = 2, then N, = N,, i.e., T(N,) = 
T(N,), a contradiction with (i). So dim W = 3 as required. 
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6.3.4. Remark. Proposition 6.3.1 follows from Lemma 6.3.3. 
6.3.5. Let M be a big subgroup of G(k). Let jf,(M, 7’) be the set of 
D E fl,(M, 7) such that the subgroup of Z,(@Z,,(D)) generated by squares 
is commutative for all i > 1. Let Z?,(M) be the union of flz(M, 2) over all 
maximal k-tori T of G. Let us say that D,, D2 E Z?,(M) are associated if 
Z,,(B’((D,, D2))) 1 D E R,(H) and S?‘(D,, D,) # 1 for all i > 1. 
LEMMA. The bijection n,(G) + i?,(H) of 3.1.4. induces a bijection 
l?,(G) + Ifi, which is an isomorphism of the corresponding incidehce 
structures. 
Proof: Direct application of properties of big subgroups. 
6.3.6. Let now M’ be a big subgroup of G’(k’) and let (x: M+ M’ be a 
group isomorphism. 
LEMMA. There exists a unique isomorphism rp: k+ k’ and a unique (up 
to multiplication by a constant) rp-semilinear orthogonality-preserving 
isomorphism rp: V-+ V’ such that a(h) = Pp o h o Pp-’ for h E M. 
Proof. The induced mapping a, : Z?*(G)+ fi,(G’) is (by 
Proposition 6.3.1 and 6.3.5) an isomorphism of incidence structures. By 
Chow’s theorem [6, III, Sect. 21 a* is induced by a semi-linear (with respect 
to appropriate q: k + k’) isomorphism ,u: V + V’. The fact that ,U preserves 
orthogonality follows from Lemma 6.3.2(i). 
6.3.7. COROLLARY. Theorem 6.3 holds. 
Proof The first assertion is evident. In case (ii) take T(N) = C(G,,,). 
Then T(N) acts irreducibly on N and trivially on N’. Thus QZ,(T(N)) = 
SO(N-, f 1 iv). s ince dim N’ = 3, this group is of type A, whence 
Z,(gZ,(T(N)))’ = SO(N, f ] N). Thus T(N) E n,(G). The other property is 
clear. Let us prove (iii). Since QZ,(T) is semi-simple and corresponds to 
short roots, it follows that QZ,(T) = SO@,f 1 m) for some m with 
dim w  = 3. Therefore T acts trivially on m. Set N(T) = fl’. Now (iii) is clear. 
6.3.8. Remark. When Z almost completed writing the present version of 
the paper I was certain thatTheorem 6.3 is contained in the literature. 
However it turned out to be not so, and therefore I was forced to add 
Section 6.3. 
7. OPEN QUESTIONS 
Let k and k’ be infinite fields, let G be an absolutely almost simple 
algebraic k-group, and let G’ be an absolutely almost simple algebraic k’- 
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group. Let M be a dense subgroup of G and let a: M+ G’ be a 
homomorphism with dense image. 
7.1. The following questions are suggested by [ 7, 20-231 and the present 
paper. 
7.1.1. Extend the results of the present paper to anisotropic groups 
isotropic (but not necessarily split) over a separable quadratic extensions. 
Note that the association (cf. 1.4) still exists, and analogs of the results of 
Section 1 hold. However the methods of Section 4 are too crude to give an 
easy extension. Another difftculty is that in Section 5 we would get a 
reduction to groups of relative rank 2 over a quadratic extension. It would be 
quite a problem to handle them case by case as we did in [7,21,22]. It 
seems that an analog of the Borel-Tits maximal split subgroup [2, Sect. 7; 3, 
Sect. 41 is needed to reduce the problem to groups of rank 2 split over a 
quadratic extension. 
7.1.2. Extend the result of the present paper to groups which have a 
maximal k-torus split over a cyclic Galois extension of prime degree p > 2. 
Some results about these groups are contained in [ 19, no. 181. But the 
theorem about association (cf. 1.4) is not proved there. 
7.1.3. The method used in [7] to study monomorphisms between 
unitary groups may be extendable to other groups. For example, one could 
try to handle anisotropic forms of C, and D, connected with division 
algebras with involution of the first kind. Of course, anisotropic forms of C, 
connected with quaternions are split over a quadratic extension. Thus the 
present paper gives at least partial result (with M and a(M) big). But one 
could try to weaken the assumptions on M and on a(M) to put them in line 
with assumptions of [7, 13,21,22]. 
7.1.4. It also seems that “exceptional” groups of type D, (which are 
connected with cubic extensions) are in the same position to groups of type 
F, as unitary groups (of type A & are to G,. Thus one may try to extend the 
result of [7] to groups of type D, connected with separable three-dimensional 
algebras K/k, and then to apply as in [22] the obtained result to find all 
monomorphisms between groups of type F, (which are the automorphism 
groups of exceptional Jordan algebras). 
7.1.5. More generally, the method of [22] (which consisted of setting 
up a geometry on the set of subalgebras) may be applicable to different 
groups of the form Aut A where A is an algebra. 
7.2. The questions about homomorphism between algebraic groups are 
connected with some geometric questions, and, often, are equivalent to them. 
For example, 
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(i) Almost all the literature on the automorphisms and isomorphisms 
started by 0. Schreier and B. L. van der Waerden and carried through 50 
years by J. Dieudonni, Hua Lo Keng, and 0. T. O’Meara and his school) is 
based on the Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry (abbreviated 
FTPG). 
(ii) The result of A. Bore1 and J. Tits implies (and, probably, is 
equivalent to) a generalization of FTPG to Tits buildings (of spherical type). 
(iii) The result of G. Mostow and G. Margulis is based on an 
(ingeneous) adaptation of the result about isomorphisms of Tits’ buildings. 
(iv) The results of B. R. MacDonald [9] are based on FTPG over 
local rings. 
(v) The result of [22] is based on some geometry of the set of 
subalgebras of an algebra of Cayley numbers. 
(vi) The result of [23] is based on a particular case of the 
Klingenberg’s [ 81 generalization of FTPG. 
(vii) In a recent paper [24] D. James used a generalization of 
Klingenberg’s result to study homomorphisms between full orthogonal 
groups. 
(viii) In the present paper we also use the geometry of association of 
K-admissible tori. 
7.2.2. The results of [7,22] suggest that behind the method of these 
papers (as well as behind the methods of the present paper and some papers 
of O’Meara and his school) there is a geometry (or geometries) which are 
different from Tits geometries. For example the geometry used in [7] 
actually is a geometry on the set of tori. A variant of this geometry has been 
used by Ruth M. Charney and Karen Vogtman to study homology stability 
of some classical groups over rings. In a way reminiscent of the Tits 
buildings of an isotropic group the geometries which occur in our cases can 
be defined, for example, in one of the following ways. 
(i) Let G be an algebraic group and let V be the set of all tori T of G 
such that T= C(Z,(7’)’ with the natural order relation. 
(ii) Let G, V be as above. For every subgroup H of G (preferably 
containing a maximal torus) we denote by I’, the set of tori from V 
contained in H. Then the set of subsets I’, when H runs through subgroups 
of G defines a geometry on I’. The set V carries a structure of a union of 
affine algebraic varieties. One can try to compactify it. One way to 
compactify is to identify elements of V with their Lie algebras and then 
compactify in the corresponding Grassmanian (cf. [7]). Another way to 
compactify was suggested by D. Kazhdan. Consider the fibering G + G/B 
where B is a Bore1 subgroup. Then represent the fiber as T x U, compactify 
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T to obtain F (for example, as D. Mumford in “Toroidal embeddings”) and 
compactify U to obtain G/B. Let G be the associated fibering over GB with 
fiber p x G/B. Now G is complete and we can complete I’ in the Chow 
scheme of G. 
7.2.3. Another interesting question is to study not only isomorphisms 
between geometries but also homomorphisms and not everywhere defined 
maps. This was done in different situations by Klingenberg [8] for projective 
spaces and Margulis [lo] for Tits buildings. It seems interesting to extend 
Klingenberg’s result on (at least everywhere defined) homomorphisms to Tits 
buildings. Such results may lead to new formulations of theorems of 
homomorphisms between subgroups of algebraic groups. 
7.3. We will now discuss the situation with homomorphisms, i.e., what 
happens if one does not assume (implicitly or explicitly) that Ker a is finite. 
Margulis [lo] has not imposed that assumption but his a are automatically 
almost monomorphisms (the kernel is finite). A case where Ker a is non- 
trivial even poset priori and the structure of normal subgroups is not known 
a priori is [23]. The result there says that G carries a structure of a group 
scheme over some ring and u is roughly a homomorphism of reduction 
module some ideal of that ring. Another example of this kind is a recent 
result of D. James on homomorphisms of full orthogonal groups [24]. 
7.3.1. As we indicated in [23, 0.81 a general statement for a big (or 
full) in an appropriate sense subgroup M should be: 
There exist a subring A s k with the quotient field k; a structure G, of a 
group scheme over A on G such that M s G,(A); a homomorphism or rings 
(p: A + k, a special k’-isogeny p: “‘G, + G’ and a homomorphism y: 
M-t C(G’(k’)) such that a(m) = r(m) . /?(cp”(m)) for m E M. 
It seems that Klingenberg’s result should give a result of this sort when G 
and G’ are of the type A,,, H is a full subgroup of G, and the image under CI 
of the group generated by transvections belonging to H is dense in G’. 
However, one could not hope to drop too many assumptions on a and M. 
For example, if M is free, then it can be easily mapped anywhere. The group 
schemes which would come up may be not-semi-simple since one can easily 
construct (full) integral subgroups of split groups which are mapped by 
reduction into groups of smaller rank or even of the same rank but of 
different type (as is the case with most parahoric subgroups of algebraic 
groups over local fields). So one may need an assumption that G’ is not “too 
small.” 
If a result about homomorphisms of Tits buildings were available, one 
would be able to use it to study homomorphisms of full subgroups of 
isotropic algebraic groups. In particular, it seems possible to study 
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monomorphisms of full subgroups of isotropic groups using the known 
results about the maps between Tits buildings. 
7.3.2. Another method to study homomorphisms would be through 
generators and relations. Those are available for Chevalley groups over most 
rings. 
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